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ABSTRACT

This article focuses on the Romanian women’s movement in Hungary before World 
War I and on its veiled suff rage politics. The fi rst part of the article presents an over-
view of the organizational history of the Romanian women’s movement from 1850 to 
1914. The establishment of the Union of the Romanian Women in Hungary in 1913 
constitutes a key event in this account. The second part of the article addresses the pol-
itics behind the Union and explores the converging suff rage politics of two more his-
torical actors: the internationalization strategies of the International Woman Suff rage 
Alliance (IWSA) and the suff rage politics of the Romanian National Party in Hungary. 
The article concludes that the Union’s actions resembled those of similar organizations 
in Austria-Hungary that sought to join the IWSA, indicating that the Union may have 
been preparing to adopt a pro-suff rage position.
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p

At the beginning of the twentieth century women’s struggles for political rights spread 
across the globe. The Austro-Hungarian Empire was no exception, and suff rage was 
becoming a pressing issue within its borders. Yet litt le is known to date about the 
women’s movements of the non-dominant ethnic groups in the Hungarian part of the 
dual monarchy and their suff rage politics. This article explores the Romanian women’s 
movement, its options, possible allies, and diffi  culties with regard to obtaining wom-
en’s suff rage in Hungary, especially in the years prior to the outbreak of World War I.

The history of Romanian women’s activism in the Habsburg Empire began in 
the aft ermath of the European Revolutions of 1848–1849, with the foundation of the 
fi rst Romanian women’s association in Brașov, a city with an educated Romanian 
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elite invested in the Romanian nation-building project. In the second half of the long 
nineteenth century, similar Romanian women’s associations with philanthropic and 
educational purposes mushroomed throughout Transleithania, the Hungarian part of 
the empire, and in 1913 about thirty of them joined the umbrella organization the 
Uniunea femeilor române din Ungaria (Union of the Romanian Women in Hungary, 
henceforth referred to as the Union). The president of this new organization, Maria 
Baiulescu, expressed a collective gender identity when she introduced it as “a forum 
responsible for women’s progress.”1 However, the bylaws explicitly rejected any im-
plication of the Union’s involvement in “political and religious matt ers.”2 One of the 
questions addressed by this article is why the Union did not demand women’s suf-
frage in Ausgleich Hungary. Given the wider political context of the empire and of 
similar women’s unions formed in connection to the International Woman Suff rage 
Alliance (IWSA), another major point needs clarifi cation: what was the relationship 
between the Romanian women’s movement in Hungary and the IWSA?

Even if the scatt ered fragmentary evidence of this account does not lead to a strong 
link between these two sets of historical actors, the wider political context of imperial 
politics allows me to suggest that the Romanian women’s movement in Hungary did 
actually pursue silenced or veiled suff rage politics in the 1910s. Further, I argue that 
the movement may have sought to maximize its international connections.

First, I explain the hidden character of the Romanian women’s movement by 
pointing to the weak political position of Romanians in the empire, as a non-dominant 
ethnic group in a nationalizing state that did not guarantee the right of association. 
Second, the timing of the foundation of the Union raises provocative questions about 
possible connections between the Romanian women’s movement and the international 
women’s movement, represented by the IWSA as a leading feminist organization. The 
Union was born, not only shortly aft er a similar Polish women’s union was estab-
lished in the Crownland of Galicia, but also at exactly the same time the IWSA held 
its Congress in Budapest in 1913. Finally, examining the sides taken by the political 
representatives of the Romanian ethnic group in Hungary in the suff rage debate sheds 
light on the possible allies of the Romanian women’s movement in Hungary. The Par-
tidul Naţional Român din Ungaria și Transilvania (Romanian National Party [RNP] in 
Hungary and Transylvania) supported the Romanian women’s movement in a manner 
that bears some resemblance to the Czech case in Cisleithania, the Austrian half of 
the empire. In the midst of the parliamentary debates on suff rage reform in Budapest 
and negotiations with the prominent Hungarian politician István Tisza, the RNP de-
manded suff rage for both women and men in January 1913.

In order to elucidate the veiled, cautious, and silenced position of the Romanian 
women’s movement in relation to suff rage reform in the Austro-Hungarian Empire, I 
explore the perspectives and political tactics of the IWSA and the RNP in the wider po-
litical context of the dual monarchy.3 I fi rst provide an overview of Romanian women’s 
activism in the dual monarchy, from the establishment of the fi rst Romanian women’s 
association in 1850 to the Union’s establishment in 1913. I then explore the suff rage 
politics of the Romanian women’s movement in Hungary in connection with two other 
concerns: the internationalization strategies of the IWSA and the suff rage politics of 
the RNP in the wider political context of the Austro-Hungarian Empire.
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In so doing, I aim to bring a threefold contribution to scholarship. First, Roma-
nian women’s history writing has focused on the Romanian women’s movement in 
Hungary only to a very limited extent, concluding by and large that the movement 
had litt le to do with international women’s organizations.4 Based primarily on the dis-
course analysis of the press, existing scholarship has highlighted the particular nature 
of the Romanian women’s movement in Hungary by emphasizing its nationalism and 
isolation from international women’s movements. By contrast, I am suggesting that 
there was a converging suff rage politics involving the Romanian women’s movement 
in Hungary, the IWSA, and the RNP, and that these three sets of historical actors did 
not ignore each other in pursuing women’s suff rage. Second, the gender-blind po-
litical history of the RNP in Hungary has largely ignored the internal party divide 
(1904–1905) over whether to endorse women’s suff rage or not. In this article, I begin 
to uncover the politics of the RNP with regard to women’s suff rage and international 
movements. Third, I highlight the discreet and cautious strategy of mobilization of a 
non-dominant women’s movement in Austria-Hungary by linking it to the broader 
political constellations of the empire and to the transnational politics of organized 
women’s movements and international bodies.

From the Romanian Women’s Association in Bras,ov (1850) 
to the Union of the Romanian Women in Hungary (1913)

Romanian women’s activism began in the mid-nineteenth century with the establish-
ment of the Romanian Women’s Association in Brașov in 1850.5 The town, which re-
mained at the center of the Romanian women’s movement until the dissolution of 
Austria-Hungary, was located in the Saxon-dominated southeastern region of the 
Principality of Transylvania, then part of the Habsburg Empire. Aft er the 1867 Aus-
gleich, Hungary gained more independence from the Habsburgs, and the Principality 
was incorporated into Hungary.

Brașov was populated mostly by Saxons, Hungarians, and Romanians and it was 
characterized by several traits that made it unique in the region. The town was not 
only Transylvania’s second largest town, but also a thriving educational center, thanks 
mainly to the Saxon educational infrastructure.6 Moreover, because of Brașov’s strate-
gic position at the crossroads of the Habsburg and Ott oman empires trade routes, the 
town had fared well economically in the fi rst half of the nineteenth century. As a result, 
a Romanian merchant class began to take shape in Brașov and came to be seen as part 
of the broader category of the “Greek-Balkan merchant.”7

In the fi rst decades of the nineteenth century, the emerging local Romanian middle 
class began to self-identify as the elite members of a distinct Romanian ethnic group. 
Nation-building plans emerged in the 1830s. The Romanian merchant elite established 
Gazeta Transilvaniei (Transylvania’s gazett e), the fi rst political newspaper in the Roma-
nian language in Transylvania, supported print in the vernacular (translations, bilin-
gual dictionaries, and so forth), demonstrated a profound concern for educational and 
religious institutions (especially Greek Orthodox), and hired educated men to teach in 
the newly established schools. Among the new teaching staff  were two men—George 
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Bariţiu and Iacob Mureșianu—who edited Gazeta Transilvaniei and engaged politically 
in the increasingly secularized Romanian nation-building process. Aft er Brașov’s eco-
nomic success faded away in the second half of the nineteenth century, the educated 
elites that the merchants had hired and intermarried with in Brașov became one of the 
driving forces of the Romanian nation-in-the-making.8

The Romanian Women’s Association in Brașov was established in March 1850, un-
der the leadership of Maria Nicolau (1801–1860).9 Having fought for national liber-
ties and for the end of serfdom within the autonomous Principality of Transylvania, 
during the revolutionary years Romanian women and men in Transylvania positioned 
themselves against the Hungarians and remained loyal to the Habsburgs. However, 
when the Hungarian revolution was quelled in 1849, the centralized absolutism of the 
Habsburgs left  Romanians without a reward:

We fought and we shed our blood for the Emperor and the right of our nation, 
not for medals or money. Now we see that the throne has been reinforced by 
the blood of some 40,000 Rumanians killed and by the destruction of some 300 
villages, but in spite of all this our nation still groans under the old tyranny 
and fi nds itself in a more miserable state than before 1848.10

In the diffi  cult period that followed the revolutions, women’s associations that 
sought to improve girls’ education and to alleviate the consequences of the revolutions 
were established throughout the monarchy.11 In this context, Maria Nicolau argued 
that because “[o]ur nation especially lacks charitable institutions,”12 the Romanian 
Women’s Association in Brașov concentrated on “the more solid education of females, 
and especially of the poor orphan girls, fi rst and foremost those belonging to the mar-
tyrs of our nation fallen in the 1848–1849 revolution.”13

Establishing associations in the post-revolutionary period was a diffi  cult task that 
required signifi cant eff ort and support in high places. The founders of the Romanian 
women’s association exerted infl uence on the authorities and, through Sophie von 
Wohlgemuth, appealed to her husband, Ludwig von Wohlgemuth, the governor of 
the Principality of Transylvania, to facilitate the establishment of the association.14 In 
search of high-level protection, the association reached out to Empress Elisabeth of 
Austria, who in 1854 agreed to be the highest-ranked patron of the Romanian Wom-
en’s Association in Brașov and donated 750 fl orins to its increasing capital.15 Among 
other initial patrons of the association were women from wealthy Romanian and Aro-
manian families in the Habsburg Empire, such as the Hurmuzakis, the Sinas, and 
the Mocionis.16 These names suggest that the affl  uent women and men from Brașov 
succeeded in mobilizing a network of Romanian philanthropic merchants in the 
Habsburg Empire. Overall an average of about one hundred regular members each 
year contributed to the association’s advancement up until the outbreak of World 
War I.

The initial purpose of the association was to support poor Romanian orphan girls, 
especially those whose parents had died in the Hungarian-Transylvanian revolution 
of 1848–1849.17 Aft er fulfi lling this short-term goal, “the fund of the association will 
be transformed into a philanthropic institute for the upbringing and instruction of all 
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that is connected to the feminine sex, referring to our orphans bereft  of both parents 
and to those girls whose parents had contributed to the gains of the association.”18 The 
wealth of the association was carefully invested in other projects that developed aft er 
the fi rst short-term goal was achieved.19 From the 1860s on, the association committ ee 
proceeded with a piecemeal strategy of institutionalizing primary school education 
for girls in Brașov and in the region’s other towns (Blaj, Sibiu, and Câmpeni). Their 
combined eff orts translated into access to education for about one hundred girls every 
year. From the 1880s on, the association concentrated its eff orts on opening a boarding 
school for Romanian girls in Brașov. In the following decades, the association made 
this project its top priority, while trying to maintain a balance between the assistance 
it gave to Romanian orphan girls (as stipulated in the initial bylaws of the associa-
tion), and the opportunities it opened to middle-class Romanian girls. The association 
welcomed between thirty and fi ft y pupils every year to its local boarding school and 
orphanage, more than half of who were required to pay tuition fees. Education for 
girls remained a constant focus of Romanian women’s activism in Hungary. In imple-
menting its education programs within the existing confessional educational system 
in Transylvania, the association drew support from both Greek Orthodox and Greek 
Catholic Churches.20

The number of Romanian women’s associations in Hungary similar to the Brașov 
group grew steadily throughout the Dualist period. Prior to World War I, the number 
grew to over sixty and all worked relentlessly to improve women’s situation, espe-
cially in the area of education, demonstrating a growing sense of Romanian women’s 
solidarity in Hungary. In 1913, following the call to unity from Maria Baiulescu—then 
president of the Romanian Women’s Association in Brașov—over thirty Romanian 
women’s associations joined to form the Union of the Romanian Women in Hungary.21 
This newly established Brașov-based organization was a public forum created by 
women for women, which functioned under the mott o un cuget și o simţire (one mind, 
one heart).22 A small circulated leafl et asked that only women speak at the founding 
Congress.23 The central mission of the organization was to

unite all Romanian women’s cultural, social, and charity associations into one 
association with combined powers to solve problems …; to show as much as 
possible women’s work for humanity, as well as the diversity and extension of 
women’s work; to ease contact and mutual agreement, to be conducive to mu-
tual trust and co-operation between those women who try to improve society 
in any form; to create a center, where women could convene.24

The 1913 Union bylaws stipulated that its members would concentrate their eff orts 
in the following spheres of activism: educating girls, fostering religion, maintaining 
churches, developing women’s home industry, providing education for maintaining 
a household and for home industry, creating philanthropic institutions for the ill and 
the poor, and establishing a common orphanage.25 The main activities of the Union 
before the outbreak of World War I included obtaining offi  cial permission to function 
and welcoming more Romanian women’s associations as affi  liates. The Union held a 
second Congress in Sibiu in June 1914.
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During the Brașov Congress days a so-called censorship committ ee was estab-
lished to draft  the bylaws of the Union in the manner most likely to receive the ap-
proval of the Ministry of Interior.26 Consequently, the bylaws of the newly established 
Union made it clear that it excluded all religious and political matt ers from its aff airs.27 
Furthermore, paragraph 32 of the bylaws stipulated that if the Union stepped out of 
its sphere of activity, the government could suspend its activity without delay and 
even dissolve the association altogether because it might jeopardize the interests of 
the state.28

Until the Ministry of Interior approved the bylaws, with some modifi cations, in 
February 1914,29 the Union’s president Maria Baiulescu proceeded with caution in rep-
resenting the organization publicly. In one instance, she turned down the invitation 
to participate in the 1913 Congress of the Orthodox National Society of Romanian 
Women in the Romanian Kingdom. Baiulescu explained that she declined

[b]ecause of superior reasons, which we discussed with leading men—with 
the vice-presidents from Sibiu and Deva, we agreed to send a back-up delega-
tion for this period, when the bylaws of the Union are analyzed by the govern-
ment in view of approval and amendment. Once we are over this hurdle, our 
forum will need to be represented both here and there.30

Undoubtedly, the Romanian women’s movement was severely restricted in its 
sphere of activities by the Hungarian state itself, which did not formally guarantee 
the right of association and assembly in its constitution. Politics were off -limits for any 
kind of ethnicity-based association and since 1875 such associations were approved 
only if they pursued cultural activities.31 In researching two major Transylvanian as-
sociations (a Saxon and a Hungarian one), Borbála Zsuzsanna Török concluded that 
throughout the Dualist period “the unlimited discretional powers of state interven-
tion into civic and political networks” were secured by deliberately failing to legally 
defi ne diff erent types of associations and by promulgating an increasing number of 
ministerial decrees regarding policies of control.32 The establishment of any associa-
tion depended on acquiring the permission of the Ministry of Interior, and any public 
meeting required the permission of a szolgabíró (magistrate) and the presence of a po-
lice offi  cer.33

The state severely curtailed the activities of political clubs or parties, especially 
those of ethnic minorities and socialists. R. W. Seton-Watson, a British historian who in 
the early twentieth century wrote under the pen name of Scotus Viator, chronicled the 
numerous arbitrary state interventions into the associational life of ethnic minorities 
in Hungary. In his Racial Problems in Hungary (1908), he listed several examples of Ro-
manian women’s associations that were denied permission for establishment because 
there were enough of such associations already or because no help was needed to 
support the formal education of Greek Catholic girls.34 Following a highly controver-
sial political memorandum sent by the RNP to Vienna in 1892, the RNP was dissolved 
through an 1894 ministerial order on the grounds that “societies formed for a larger 
purpose, not exclusively in view of the elections but with political tendencies, soci-
eties whose activity is permanent, cannot evade the control of the authorities, who 
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must exercise control and approve this activity.”35 A later att empt in 1908 to establish a 
Romanian political club in Arad led to the suspension of immunity for the politicians 
involved. Among them was Deputy Ștefan Cicio-Pop, who was sentenced to pay a fi ne 
or to spend eight days in prison.36

It can be concluded that throughout Ausgleich Hungary experienced a defi cit of 
freedom of association that could not be compensated in any other way. The political 
organization of women’s movements was hindered not only in Hungary, but also in 
the Austrian part of the monarchy, where the law of associations “prohibited female 
membership in legally recognized political associations.”37 To understand the Union’s 
seemingly odd lack of a standpoint on women’s suff rage, we must take into account 
this legal frame, which gave the state the opportunity to strictly limit associations’ ac-
tivities at any time. Whatever position the Union may have had on women’s suff rage, 
it had to be veiled because of the limits imposed on associations in Ausgleich Hungary.

The Suffrage Politics of the International Woman Suffrage Alliance 
and of the Romanian National Party

At the beginning of the twentieth century, leading women’s organizations, such as 
the International Council of Women (ICW, established in 1888) and the International 
Woman Suff rage Alliance (established in 1904), struggled to internationalize women’s 
movements worldwide. Faced with complex situations created in part by entangled 
nation- and state-building processes in an established hierarchical international set-
ting, they developed diff erent strategies for pursuing feminist agendas. By making 
women’s suff rage a priority, the IWSA split from the ICW early in the twentieth cen-
tury and “pledged to ‘secure the enfranchisement of the women of all nations.’”38 This 
division marked an emerging distinction between ICW and IWSA policy regarding the 
“nationality question.” Until the start of World War I, the IWSA “developed a cautious 
partisanship for national emancipation and self-determination,”39 especially in rela-
tion to the multinational Habsburg monarchy. Both international women’s organiza-
tions tried to shape women’s movements on the ground, and both reached out to them 
with calls for membership: the ICW accepted representation under the title “National 
Council,” while the IWSA actively searched for “Auxiliaries” or “National Woman 
Suff rage Associations.” Yet representing women’s movements at an international 
level in a rapidly and violently transformative period remained a challenge for both 
the ICW and the IWSA. While world politics moved toward the globalization of the 
nation-state system, the ICW opted to accept representation only from “self-govern-
ing nations and countries enjoying a far-reaching autonomous status,”40 whereas the 
IWSA molded itself into a “forum for women representing nations without states.”41

Before analyzing the internationalization strategies of the IWSA with regard to 
women’s movements in non-core zones of Austria-Hungary, in particular Transylva-
nia where the Romanian women’s movement was by and large developing, it is im-
portant to consider a series of occurrences that took place in 1913. On 22 January 1913, 
on behalf of the RNP, deputy Ștefan Cicio-Pop presented a suff rage bill in the parlia-
ment in Budapest, based on which he requested that the right to vote be granted to 
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all citizens (women and men) from the age of twenty-four on;42 in mid-June 1913 the 
IWSA held its seventh Congress in Budapest (its last until 1920 because of the war); 
on the occasion of this Congress, Romanian women from the Romanian Kingdom, 
represented by the National Romanian Association, based in Bucharest and with Eu-
genie de Reus Jancoulesco as the president,43 joined the IWSA as an Auxiliary with full 
rights (which entitled the Auxiliary to twelve delegates);44 and at the same Congress, 
the Polish Suff rage Committ ee from Galicia, based in Lemberg, with Melanie Berson 
as its president, joined the IWSA as an Affi  liated Committ ee, with only two delegates 
and with the IWSA proviso that “as soon as the Austrian law was changed [article 30, 
S.P.], so as to make a National Federation possible in the Austrian Empire, that country 
would have to conform to the conditions of regular Auxiliaries”;45 and fi nally, deputy 
Ștefan Cicio-Pop represented the RNP at the IWSA Congress in Budapest, based on an 
invitation from the IWSA.46

These converging suff rage politics prompt several observations. First, the IWSA’s 
membership was steadily expanding, which confi rms the organization’s openness to 
representatives of nations with or without states: having started with eight full mem-
bers in 1904, aft er the 1913 Congress the IWSA counted twenty-three Auxiliaries and 
three Affi  liated Committ ees (from Austria, Bohemia, and Galicia).47 Second, the IWSA 
att empted to work, where possible, with the political representatives of national move-
ments without states, as demonstrated by the RNP’s presence at the IWSA Congress. 
One could argue that the IWSA sought an ally in the RNP in the struggle for securing 
voting rights for women, especially at a time when the suff rage bill was being dis-
cussed in Hungary’s Parliament. Similarly, it could be argued that, seeking more rights 
for the Romanian nation in Hungary, the RNP was in turn open to an alliance with 
this international women’s organization at a time that marked the height of pressure 
for suff rage reform in Hungary. The suff rage politics of the RNP and the IWSA, pur-
sued for diff erent reasons, converged. As mentioned, the IWSA was willing to work 
with “nations without states” in its eff ort to advance the women’s cause, developing 
at the same time a “cautious partisanship for national emancipation and self-determi-
nation.”48 Meanwhile the RNP was eager to work with an international organization 
in order to put pressure on Hungary and highlight an area in which the coalition gov-
ernment was denying voting rights to most of the population.49 Last but not least, the 
RNP could show itself as being “progressive” by demanding the inclusion of women 
into the vote.

It remains an open question whether the establishment of the Union in 1913 as a 
national umbrella-organization represented Romanian women’s intention of applying 
for IWSA membership as an Affi  liated Committ ee. The IWSA journal Jus Suff ragii (The 
right of suff rage) was silent on the Romanian women’s organization in southeastern 
Hungary, which may recall the same restrained att itude that Jus Suff ragii had with 
regard to the Czech-Bohemian case: although Czech women had formed a Suff rage 
Committ ee in 1905, it was not until 1908 that Jus Suff ragii reported on the Czech suf-
frage movement.50 The same year Czech women’s committ ee from Bohemia was rep-
resented at the IWSA Congress held in Amsterdam.51

Thus far, I have not been able to establish the relationship between the IWSA and 
the Union conclusively due to the limitations and diffi  culties in gathering source ma-
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terial. The sources that I could fi nd connecting the two organizations are limited to a 
few newspaper statements. The newspaper Românul (The Romanian), which leaned 
toward the politics of the RNP, reported in a few paragraphs on the IWSA Congress 
in Budapest. The article mentioned Ștefan Cicio-Pop’s participation in the Congress, 
and ended with the following statement: “[a]s we have heard, the international women’s 
congress was warmly greeted by the national congress of the Romanian women that met the 
same day in Brașov.”52 Gazeta Transilvaniei, briefl y reported in an article titled “Feminist 
Congresses” on two events: the 1913 IWSA Congress in Budapest, “which was not 
a casual meeting but a political and social event” in which deputy Ștefan Cicio-Pop 
would “talk on behalf of the Romanian National Party, as it is known that the suff rage 
bill presented by the RNP also includes women’s suff rage”;53 and on the inauguration 
of the International Women’s Congress in Ghent, Belgium, where “[t]he participants 
stormily acclaimed the Romanian speaker and cheered for Romania.”54 As the 1913 
IWSA Congress Report stated, the Federation of Women’s Suff rage Societies in Bel-
gium was accepted as the Belgian Auxiliary in the IWSA,55 simultaneously with the 
South African, Romanian,56 Portuguese, and Chinese auxiliaries.

These examples demonstrate the internationalization of women’s movements 
worldwide, promoted by the IWSA (and by the ICW), as Susan Zimmermann argued, 
as a “multiplication of the national.”57 Yet neither the Romanian newspapers nor the 
IWSA Congress reports clarify the reasons for establishing the Union as the national 
umbrella organization. Even so, it seems at least plausible that the Union was formed 
as a response to the IWSA’s promotion of “a trend of nationalization through interna-
tionalization, or inter/nationalization,”58 which was in agreement with Maria Baiules-
cu’s metaphorical description of the Union as “a strengthening fortress for the nation, 
which would give certainty to the future, and which would also be our shield and off er 
direction for our actions.”59 The possible tensions between the feminist and nationalist 
dimensions of identity were at least partially smoothed over by the IWSA’s strategy of 
inter/nationalization.

Finally, there are two more aspects to consider in this interpretation. The Românul 
article alluded to a connection between the Congress held in Brașov and the IWSA 
Congress in Budapest. The question, then, arises as to why Romanian women from 
Hungary did not take part in the IWSA Congress. As the IWSA later reported, it had 
welcomed many Hungarian and Saxon women’s associations from Transylvania to its 
Congress, yet there was no mention of Romanian ones.60 I suggest that if the Union 
indeed had any intention of applying for membership, it cautiously maintained its 
distance from the IWSA Congress in order to fi rst obtain the Ministry of Interior’s per-
mission to formally establish the Union, on which a possible formal relationship to the 
IWSA depended. As previously explained, the lack of formally codifi ed legislation re-
garding the right of association in Hungary allowed unpredictable state intervention 
into associational life. Romanians, as the largest minority in Hungary, and one whose 
ethno-political elite had had severe confl icts with the Hungarian one, had been sub-
jected to the arbitrary powers of the state. It encountered, just like other non-dominant 
ethnic groups in Hungary, a strong state opposition to the establishment of any kind 
of a political organization along ethnic lines. In contrast, the dominant Hungarian 
ethnic group had more freedom to associate and to pursue political goals. A Hun-
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garian Auxiliary, with Rosika Schwimmer at its head, had been established parallel 
to the inception of the IWSA in 1904. Moreover, probably owing in no litt le measure 
to Schwimmer’s connections, the Hungarian committ ee under her leadership, which 
prepared the IWSA Congress in Budapest, received fi nancial support for propaganda 
expenses from the Ministry of Commerce in 1912.61 This example illustrates the fact 
that women’s organizations in Hungary had unequal access to state resources and 
state support.

In the Austrian part of the monarchy, the law of associations prohibited women 
from forming associations with the political goal of struggling for suff rage. This also 
constituted a major impediment to the formation of the kinds of national suff rage 
organizations that, according to the 1904 IWSA constitution, met membership require-
ments.62 The urgent need to adapt the IWSA constitution and admission requirements 
to the realities of the Habsburg Empire became clear to Carrie Chapman Catt , presi-
dent of the IWSA. It was on a 1906 trip to Prague, in the Crownland of Bohemia, that 
Chapman Catt  began developing a cautious policy explicitly tailored to the situation 
of women’s movements in Cisleithania, in an att empt to bypass the retrograde law of 
associations.63 On this point, Susan Zimmermann has also argued that the redraft ing 
of the 1909 IWSA constitution should be read in the context of the multiple affi  liations 
of suff rage associations from the same country.64 Overall, the redraft ing of the IWSA 
constitution in 1909 provided some leeway for associations to affi  liate to the IWSA in 
two ways.

First, it opened the door to woman suff rage associations or committ ees from coun-
tries where no woman suff rage organization existed to join the IWSA without having 
formed a National Woman Suff rage Association, provided that they gave evidence 
of the intention to form one.65 Tailored for the Cisleithanian political situation, the 
redraft ing of the IWSA constitution allowed the Czech-Bohemian Committ ee based 
in Prague and the German-Austrian Committ ee based in Vienna to become Affi  liated 
Committ ees to the IWSA at its 1909 conference in London.66 Due to the fact that Article 
30 that made national federations impossible had still not been abolished by 1913 in 
Cisleithania, a Polish Committ ee from Galicia followed the same affi  liation path and 
gained formal representation in the IWSA as an Affi  liated Committ ee.67

Second and most relevant for the case of the Union of the Romanian Women in 
Hungary, the revision of the IWSA constitution in 1909 directly addressed the question 
of second associations that wished affi  liation from a country already represented in the 
IWSA by an Auxiliary.68 According to Article III, Section 2, such applicants, organized 
as National Associations, needed to fulfi ll four requirements: “(a) They must make the 
demand for the enfranchisement of women their sole object, except where local cir-
cumstances prevent such organization, or where woman suff rage already is granted. 
(b) They must either have local branches, or admit individual members all over the 
country. (c) They must have a membership of at least two-thirds of the number of the 
original Auxiliary at the time the application is made. (d) They must diff er from the 
original Auxiliary in politics, religion, or the sex of their members, or in important 
distinctions or tactics.”69 With this section, the IWSA further adjusted its terms so as 
to be able to receive multiple affi  liates from one country. If the Union of the Romanian 
Women in Hungary had the intention of applying for membership, it needed to meet 
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the four conditions outlined above. In June 1913, when the Union was established and 
sought the formal recognition of the Ministry of Interior in Hungary, it found itself in 
partial compliance with the internationalization requirements of the IWSA, having 
recently formed a national association with branches throughout the country.

Aft er the IWSA signifi cantly modifi ed its constitution in 1909, the Alliance devel-
oped a strong interest in the Hungarian part of the monarchy, and organized a series 
of propaganda tours in Eastern Hungary and in the Principality of Transylvania. In 
1909 IWSA president Chapman Catt  delivered ten lectures over a period of two weeks 
in eight towns of Hungary, causing “a great outburst of enthusiasm.”70 The same year, 
Rosika Schwimmer, president of the Hungarian Auxiliary, Feministák Egyesülete (the 
Hungarian Feminist Association), reported to the readership of Jus Suff ragii that the 
County Council of Temesvár (Timișoara) had declared itself to be in favor of women’s 
suff rage.71 Schwimmer att ributed this success mainly to Chapman Catt , who had de-
livered a lecture there. In the following year, Feministák Egyesülete carried out exten-
sive campaigns throughout the country and the countryside, distributing leafl ets and 
putt ing up posters to mobilize citizens for women’s suff rage.72 In preparation for the 
IWSA Congress in Budapest, the activities of the IWSA gained momentum in the spring 
of 1912, especially in the southeastern part of Hungary, where Transylvania-born Marie 
Stritt , president of the German Auxiliary, played a leading role in “an awakening of the 
women of Transylvania.”73

Stritt  toured this part of the country, and lectured together with the leaders of the 
Feministák Egyesülete, Rosika Schwimmer and Vilma Glücklich, in Besztrercze (Bis-
triţa), Segesvár (Sighișoara), Brassó (Brașov), Nagyszeben (Sibiu), and Medgyes (Me-
diaș).74 In a retrospective 1924 account about the tour, Stritt  wrote: “[a]s I myself was 
the innocent cause that the stone began to roll, and that things completely changed 
when the question came up in Parliament, and as this instance shows some character-
istic features in the international suff rage movement, I may be allowed to give a short 
account of it.”75

Her recollection of the tour singled out the Saxons. “[T]he leading women in the 
whole ‘Saxon land,’” wrote Stritt , “were aroused, began to organize, sent in petitions, 
and in a large number took part in the Budapest Congress.”76 As Rosika Schwimmer 
reported in 1913 to the readership of Jus Suff ragii, Saxon women collected signatures 
for a petition demanding women’s rights.77 Their petition was delivered to the Saxon 
political representatives to be presented in the Hungarian Parliament, which the Saxon 
politicians decided not to do. According to Stritt , at a later point when the suff rage re-
form bill was discussed in the Parliament, the Saxon politicians “unanimously voted for 
woman suff rage under the same conditions as the men.”78 Yet the 1913 law that slightly 
increased the electorate was never put into practice, and to date it remains unclear 
whether the Saxon men and women demanded unrestricted voting rights for both 
sexes, regardless of class and education. Nonetheless, Stritt ’s account shows that the 
IWSA strategies for engaging with women’s movements on the ground in Transylva-
nia bore fruit. Not only were Saxon women mobilizing, but also Hungarians. They 
concentrated their activities in Transylvania, where eighty women’s associations be-
longing to the Magyarországi Nöegyesületek Szövetsége (Federation of the Women’s 
Associations in Hungary, also a member of the ICW) held a Congress in 1912.79 Aft er 
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the 1913 IWSA Congress, the Alliance continued to reach out in Hungary, and sent 
IWSA vice-president Anna Lindemann to lecture on women’s suff rage in Szeged, Te-
mesvár (Timișoara), Nagyvárad (Oradea), Segesvár (Sighișoara), and Brassó (Brașov) 
in 1914.80 However, World War I broke out soon thereaft er and women were mobilized 
on other fronts.

The IWSA politics suggested cautious support of national self-determination, 
which translated into the establishment of ethnicity-based women’s organizations. 
Moreover, with the 1909 modifi cation of the IWSA Constitution, the Alliance cre-
ated another option for affi  liation for all-national organizations from the same coun-
try, which could have also worked as a stimulus for the establishment of the Union. 
Equally important in this equation were the more concrete developments in Hungary, 
such as the momentum gained by the suff rage struggle, the enthusiasm for women’s 
suff rage propagated by the 1913 IWSA Congress held in Budapest, and the suff rage 
politics of the Romanian National Party.

Run by a small Romanian middle class, the RNP claimed to represent all Roma-
nians in Hungary, whose number rose to about three million people out of an overall 
population of 18.3 million in Hungary prior World War I.81 About two-thirds of them 
inhabited the Principality of Transylvania, while the rest lived in Hungary proper. The 
Romanians’ pre-1867 historical legacy in the Habsburg Empire had a strong impact on 
the politics of the RNP until the dissolution of Austria-Hungary in 1918. The RNP stood 
for a population, which had been in an entirely under-privileged position for centuries 
as the rule of the three nationes (the Magyar nobles, the Szeklers, and the Saxons) in 
Transylvania denied Romanians legal political representation.82 Moreover, the Ortho-
dox Church, to which most Romanians belonged, did not enjoy the same privileged 
status as the Lutheran, Calvinist, and Unitarian churches in the Principality of Tran-
sylvania.83 As a result, Romanian nationalists in the Habsburg Empire concentrated 
their eff orts on obtaining political recognition for the Romanian nation. These political 
eff orts can be traced in a long tradition of petitions sent to Vienna, from the initial Sup-
plex Libellus Valachorum Transsilvaniae (Petition of the Romanians of Transylvania) 
from the eighteenth century up to the aforementioned memorandum of 1892, which 
led to the dissolution of the executive committ ee of the RNP. The main purpose of all 
Romanian political action had been gaining collective rights within the legal frame-
work of the Habsburg Empire. Romanians fi nally achieved some temporary politi-
cal success in Transylvania when neo-absolutism weakened, and the post-Ausgleich 
political set-up gave individual rights to Romanians. Highly discontented with this 
outcome, aft er 1867 the Romanian leadership adopted diff erent tactics for achieving 
Transylvania’s autonomy and for obtaining collective rights for the Romanian nation. 
The RNP was established in 1881 by the merging of two Romanian parties, and it did 
not take part in political elections to protest against the political outcome of the Aus-
gleich. The RNP’s passive strategy, although contested over decades, stayed in place 
until 1905, when a new generation of politicians followed the legal path of elections 
and activism. At that time, in a Hungary riven by inequalities, only 7 percent of the 
population of approximately eighteen million people had voting rights.84

In 1905 the RNP gained eight mandates in the Hungarian Parliament, out of over 
400 seats.85 Regarded from a class perspective, the RNP represented a fairly homog-
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enous nation. According to Keith Hitchins’s suggestive description, “the Romanian 
middle class itself in its origins and even in its way of life stood closer to the Roma-
nian peasant than did the dominant Magyar classes to their lower orders.”86 Conse-
quently, if the RNP wanted to broaden its electorate and gain more representation 
in the political arena, it had no choice but to demand that voting rights be granted 
without class restriction. However, women’s suff rage was not such an obvious choice 
for the RNP.

The fi rst party discussion about women’s suff rage took place around 1904–1905, 
when the RNP decided to stand for parliamentary elections. An initial draft  of its 
public party program co-authored by Teodor Mihali, Aurel Vlad, and Alexandru 
Vaida-Voevod stated that “we will support an election law based on universal suf-
frage, meaning that any person, male or female citizen, who is over 20 years of age … 
gain active and passive voting rights.”87 Yet at the general party conference on 10 Jan-
uary 1905, despite Vaida-Voevod’s plea for women’s suff rage, the majority of the RNP 
committ ee voted against adopting it among the party demands.88

Even if the RNP did not formally endorse women’s suff rage in its 1905 political 
program, Romanian deputies in the Hungarian Parliament occasionally approached 
problems from the perspective of the “woman question.” For instance, on 10 Novem-
ber 1906 Romanian deputy Alexandru Vaida-Voevod urged the Hungarian Parliament 
to solve “the woman question,” comparing women’s situation in most places to that 
of the helots (the state-owned serfs of the Spartans), adding that “women should have 
the same rights as men.”89 In the same parliamentary intervention, Vaida-Voevod also 
brought up issues related to women’s free choice of career and pursuit of university 
studies. In Parliament a year later, on 13 March 1907, deputy Aurel Vlad criticized 
the unequal payment of male and female teachers, arguing that if they all have the 
same teaching mission, “a woman’s work is of no lesser value than a man’s work.”90 
Vlad also pleaded for women’s right to education.91 Thus, the minority of the RNP 
members, who had advocated for men’s and women’s suff rage at the end of 1904, 
maintained their political stance within a divided RNP and pleaded in Hungary’s Par-
liament for gender equality in areas beyond suff rage.

When deputy Ștefan Cicio-Pop presented the bill for universal suff rage on behalf 
of the RNP on 22 January 1913, the party’s position on this matt er was fi nally clarifi ed. 
The bill represented a strategic decision and a radical political move, meant to send a 
strong signal to the coalition government, and especially to István Tisza, a dominant 
Hungarian political fi gure. The RNP’s bill came during a period of time when István 
Tisza had constantly att empted to negotiate with the RNP—on and off , directly and 
through middlemen—from 1910 to 1914.92 Tisza had reconsolidated his political posi-
tion during those years: in 1910 he founded the Nemzeti Munkapárt (Party of National 
Work) and won a majority of seats in the Parliament, and from 1913 on he served once 
again as prime minister.93 Among his main goals was to work against Archduke Franz 
Ferdinand’s att empt to introduce universal male suff rage in Hungary, which Tisza 
believed would “diminish and even destroy the prospect of a Magyar nation state.”94 
For socialists and representatives of the ethnic groups in Hungary such a broadening 
of franchise would have translated into a very signifi cant gain in parliamentary seats. 
Tisza, although strongly opposed to universal male suff rage, att empted to negotiate 
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with the political representatives of Hungary’s largest ethnic minority, the Romanians, 
ready to make some moderate concessions on cultural and administrative terms. Yet 
the RNP members had already sided with the archduke, with whom they were in 
close correspondence, and demanded secret universal suff rage from Tisza. Franz Fer-
dinand preferred continued opposition between the Romanians and the Hungarians; 
he had no interest in promoting reconciliation. The players’ positions proved too fi rm 
and irreconcilable to fi nd a middle ground: the archduke would have liked to revert 
to the pre-Ausgleich order, when Hungary did not enjoy as much freedom and the 
Habsburg Empire was more centralized, Tisza envisaged a Magyar nation-state, while 
the RNP leadership would have accepted a federalist project, with collective rights for 
the Romanian nation, within the existing imperial frontiers.

Owing to its historically weak political position in the empire, the RNP consid-
ered women’s suff rage and decided to support it for pragmatic reasons. Above all, 
it served the RNP’s historical purpose of obtaining political rights for the Romanian 
nation in the empire. In att empting to negotiate the Romanians’ position in Hungary 
within the political constellation of Austria-Hungary, the RNP capitalized on women’s 
potential for developing as a political force and used the demand for women’s suf-
frage as convenient ammunition against Tisza. A pro-women’s suff rage argument in 
the Romanian press of the time referred to women’s suff rage as “music of the future,” 
which would “off er us the most powerful means of agitation, and it would be a pity if 
we left  it unexploited.”95 Some of the party members further argued that, leaving aside 
the broadening of the electorate, strengthening ties with the international women’s 
organizations would bring the RNP more political support.96 By mid-1914, on the eve 
of the second Congress of the Union to be held in Sibiu, the Brașov Romanian press 
encouraged the Romanian women’s movement in Hungary to emulate the English 
suff ragett es’ will and energy in the struggle for social and political emancipation, chal-
lenging Romanian women to “prove such a fanatic and true love toward everything 
that is Romanian.”97

Conclusions

The Romanian women’s movement in Hungary developed gradually and in close re-
lation to the Romanian nation-building project in the dual monarchy. As such, the 
growing Romanian women’s movement sought to improve women’s situation within 
the conceptual frame of the nation, in opposition to the ruling elite and nation in Hun-
gary. In many ways the co-operation between the Romanian women’s movement and 
the Romanian political elite resembles the Czech case in Cisleithania. In particular, 
concern for developing educational establishments for women was a building block 
for many women’s movements throughout the empire. Yet at no time were the Roma-
nian women as politically active as Czech women or even Polish women in Galicia, 
both of whom could support female candidates in their respective Diet elections.98 
The Czech feminist movement reached a climax with the election of Božena Viková 
Kunétická as the fi rst woman deputy to the Bohemian Diet in 1912. Were Romanian 
women aiming to gain a comparable position? The historical records I researched do 
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not provide a clear answer to this question. Future research is needed to clarify the 
reason for establishing the Union as a national umbrella organization. In this article, I 
suggested the plausibility of a number of direct and indirect connections between the 
IWSA and the Union.

This article has shown that the Romanian women’s movement in Hungary was 
a part of a much wider political constellation in which the internationalization and 
nationalization of women’s movements played a key role. In this process, the national 
women’s movements interacted not only with the international women’s movement, 
but also with each other. By tracing the IWSA’s strategies of “nationalization through 
internationalization,”99 this article has shed light on the organized women’s move-
ments in Transleithania, in particular on the Romanian—and to a limited extent—on 
Saxon women’s movements in Transylvania at a time when political parties were dis-
cussing women’s suff rage in the Budapest Parliament.

While there is much still to discover about the women’s movements of the 
non-dominant nationalities in Transleithania and the dynamics of their interactions 
and political networks, it can be concluded that nationalism played no small part in 
them. Any account will bring forth tensions between feminist and nationalist com-
ponents of a political identity. To illustrate this point, I refer here to Božena Viková 
Kunétická’s nationalist stance on the eve of the 1913 IWSA Congress, when the Czech 
deputy, upon Rosika Schwimmer’s invitation to lecture, refused to deliver the speech 
in any other language but Czech.100 Moreover, Viková Kunétická maintained her po-
sition and publicly framed her abstention from the 1913 IWSA Congress as a protest 
against the government’s treatment of the “small nations,” especially the Slovaks, in 
Hungary.101 With the IWSA’s outreach in Transylvania, similar tensions seem to have 
surfaced. In a lett er dated 12 February 1913, Rosika Schwimmer wrote, “I have to con-
fess that currently other regions seem more important to us than those diffi  cult to 
treat, tiresome, and cost intensive nationalist regions.”102 Although the precise reason 
why Schwimmer wrote this sentence in reference to Transylvania (and most likely also 
to Bohemia) remains unclear to date, it nonetheless shows that neither half of the Dual 
Monarchy was spared the tension between co-existing feminist and nationalist dimen-
sions of identity. As women’s movements internationalized, their proponents had no 
choice but to fi nd permanent ways to cope with the tension caused by social and po-
litical inequalities. Authoritarian regimes and the two World Wars brutally disrupted 
the struggle for women’s suff rage. In Romania, women gained full political rights in 
1946, in the aft ermath of World War II.
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